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he number of sub* Seamless services are proscribersformobile comvided to users, groups of
munications
has
users, communities, and
increased much faster than
machines (autonomously
predicted, particularly for
communicating devices)
terrestrial use, and the
irrespectiveofplace andnetmajority of traffic is changwork, aodwith agreed QoS.
ing from speech-oriented
Users, application develcommunications to multiouers, selvice and content
mediacommunications. It is
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providers, network operagenerally expected that the
tors, andmanufacturekcan
number of portable handsets will exceed the numefficiently and flexibly create new services and
ber of PCs connected to the Internet. First steps toward the
business models based on the component-based architecture of the wireless world. ’
fourth generation (4G) o r beyond 3 G (B3G) have been
taken to support advanced and wideband multimedia serBoth ITU-R and WWRF are telecommunications drivvices. The International TelecommunicationUnion-Radioen, but there are other actors, like IEEE with Project 802,
communication Standardization Sector (ITU-R) defines 4G
that will impact the future ( 4 G ) of wireless and mobile
t o be developed over time as depicted in Fig. 1. Radioradio communications focusing on a much shorter time axis.
based telecommunications, currently under requirements defIt is quite natural to reflect this by taking the progress in all
inition, will b e standardized from 2007 o n and will b e
of these domains into account.
deployed from about 2010 on.
Thisspecialissue isverytimelyandvaluable forthose involved
According to the ITU-R visions, a steady and continuous
in the research of next-generation mobile communications.
evolution of existingradio access networks will be one of the charI n t h e first article, “Cross-Layer Design in 4 G Netacteristics of B3G systems, besides the functional fusion of
works,” Carneiro and Ricardo present an oveiview of some
Existing, enhanced, and newly developed elements of celimportant problems faced by all-IP wireless mobile termilular systems
nals and a framework for solving these problems with cross* Nomadic wireless access systems
layer design. The framework classifies known problems in
* Systems with high commonality and seamless intenuorking
o n e of four coordination planes: security, QoS, mobility,
ITU-R further expects that new radio interface(s) are
and wireless link. An interlayer coordination model ( a
likely to he used in conjunction with enhanced IMT-2000
cross-layer manager) is presented to address the problems.
wireless access technologies, higher data rates with adaptive
In the second article, “Ambient Networks: An Architecture
interfaces, and. seamless services, where the user may not
for Communication Networks Beyond 3G,” by Niebert et
need to be concerned with the underlying technology used
al., a novel networking concept (the ambient network) for a
at a particular time or location.
futurewirelessnetworkis described. The approach isto embrace
ITUisstillnotclearon the4Gdefinition,andcurrentlythere
the heterogeneity arising from the different network control
are two groups defining the 4G: one is on high data rates
technologies a n d t o allow a g r e e m e n t for cooperation
(up to 100 Mhis), the other on open architecture.
between networks on demand.
Since 4G on its introduction will find many predecessor sysT h e third article, “Two-Hop-Relay Architecture for
tems operational, interworkinghetween 4G andother radio access
Next-Generation W W A N N L A N Integration” by Wei and
systemsinterms ofhorizontal andvertical handover and seamless
Gitlin, proposes an integrated two-hop-relay architecture
sewices with service negotiation, including mobility, security,
that both enhances the system capacity of existing WAN
and quality of service (QoS), will be one key requirement.
systems and extends the system coverage area of WLAN
Therefore, the most important issue in developingfuture4Gmobile
terminals. The proposed two-hop-relay architecture can be
systems is the architecture based on the converged broadband
considered as asystem-level macrodiversitytechnique that utiwireless platform and targeted for open wireless architecture.
lizes temporal channel quality variation to achieve increased
In addition to ultra-high bit rates, ubiquitous coverage via
system capacity.
heterogeneous access, low cost, and machine-to-machine and
I n the article “Real-Time Traffic Support in Relayed
sensor networks, the WirelessWorldResearchForum(WWRF)
Wireless Access Networks,” Zhao and Todd first discuss
names the following characteristics of B3G systems:
some open issues related t o real-time QoS support in a
* Users are in control through intuitive interactions with applirelayed wireless access network (RWAN). They propose an
cations, selvices, and devices.
RWAN architecture.to support real-time packet transmisServices and applications a r e personalized, ambientsion based on the I E E E 802.11 standard, simplified multiaware, and adaptive (I-centric); ubiquitous from t h e
hop relaying, and a packet scheduling scheme.
point of view of the user.
The’enhanced role of IP in 4G systems a,nd the assimila-
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Figure 1. The ITU-R timeline fur the evolution to IGIBSG.
tion of WLAN technology will enable further advances
toward pervasive computing and the pursuit of complete
context awareness in state-of-the-art @plications and services.
4Gservicescan hesmarter andmore adaptive bytakingadvantage of all types of context available to them, within a welldefined context management framework. The article “Context
Management for the Provision of Adaptive Services to
Roaming Users” by Xynogalas et al. brings us closer to the
definition of such a flexible framework for the efficient
management ofwntext, to support thedevelopmentofadvanced
telecommunication services and integrated real-time information provision and processing systems.
Inthe article “Quality-of-Service Provisioning in4G CDMA
Cellular Networks” by Jiang and Zhuang, a vertically coupled system model (between the transport layer and link
layer) is proposed to provide QoS in 4G CDMA cellular
networks. A packet switching medium access control
(MAC) scheme is provided to achieve efficient multiplexing, based on information from the coupled higher layer.
T h e M A C scheduler uses only per-flow information i n
packet scheduling, thus significantlyreducing the computation
complexity and system overhead.
The use of an out-of-band signaling path’apart from data
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paths enables flexibility in developingnew services forwireless
overlay networks. In the article “Novel Out-of-Band Signaling for Seamless Interworking between Heterogeneous
Networks,” Inoue presents an out-of-hand signaling system
based on the tunneled network model. The system enables
the handover of connections from one radio access network
to another seamlessly.
Inthe final article, “FlexibleSpectrumUseandBetter Coexistence at the Physical Layer of Future Wireless Systems via
a Multicarrier Platform,” Hijazi et al. propose a new multicarrier platform to optimize the efficiency of wireless operators’ licensed hands and enable flexible sharing of licensed
and unlicensed hands (in different spectral regions). This
research appears able to also support a recent FCC proposal that goes beyond suggcsting improved spectral efficiency,
and instead suggests innovative spectrum management regulations.
The guest editors would like to thank the authors of all
the articles submitted to this issue. The initiatives of the
R&D activities in 4G mobile communications were evident
from the large numberofsubmissionswe received. The editors
wouldalsolike toacknowledge the contrihutionofmany experts
who participated in the review process for this issue. T h e
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